Amish Romance Anthology

This anthology features seven Amish
Romances about faith, family, and love.
The Amish Widows Faith by Joseph Hersh
After a long journey, love has finally come
to Samantha Lapps life. But just as quickly
as happiness has found her, tragedy strikes.
Samantha is left trying to pick up the
pieces of her broken life. Will her faith be
strong enough to guide her through, and
will she ever be able to open her heart up
again after what happened? Amish Faith
Renewed by Becca Fisher A year after
losing his wife to pneumonia, Joshua Zook
is still trying to pick up the pieces. He finds
himself struggling to juggle raising two
young children while working to pay the
bills. His heart is closed off. But when a
new woman enters Joshuas life, will it be
too soon to learn to love again?
The
Buggy News by Sadie Palmer When
Samantha Schuster and Steven Mueller
were courting, she loved the fact that they
worked at the same restaurant because it
meant theyd get to see each other more
often. But ever since Steven broke her
heart, having to run into him every day at
work is like pouring salt into her wound.
She knows she has to make a change as
soon as possible.
A Surprising Amish
Love by Hannah King Sarah Schuster has
always reserved a special place in her heart
for Joshua Kaufman. Unfortunately,
Joshuas rumspringa seems to be going on
indefinitely. With the pool of single Amish
men in her community getting smaller by
the day, Sarah has to decide how long shes
willing to hold out hope for Joshua to come
around before she gives another man a try.
Restoring Faith by Emma Bieler Sadie
Lapp just wants to find the man shes going
to spend the rest of her life with. She has
only ever wanted to fall in love, get
married, and start a family. Finding the
right man however has proven more
difficult than she ever imagined. Part of the
problem is her unfortunate attraction to the
wrong kind of man. When a new man
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enters her life, is it a sign that her luck has
finally turned around, or has she
unknowingly fallen for the wrong man
again?
The Widowers Journey by
Abraham Troyer A year after his beloved
wife died, Amish widower Isaac
Hochstetler is still struggling to pick up the
pieces. He begins to wonder if hell ever be
happy again. When a new woman enters
his life however, it appears things are about
to turn around for him. Will he be able to
open up his heart to happiness?
An
Amish Love Reclaimed by Elizabeth Zook
All Miriam Lapp has ever wanted is to fall
in love and start a family. Unfortunately,
her dream hasnt turned out exactly the way
she planned. Her husband Josiah works
long hours nearly every day at the furniture
shop, leaving her to practically raise their
four year old son alone. Miriam knows
she has to make a change. Will she find a
way to reclaim the romance she once had
in her marriage and make things right
again?
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